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Particle physics in 2015.

- LHC-8 discovered Higgs, covered a lot of ground.

- LHC-13 will start, may teaches us a lot more. 

- At the same time, next step beyond LHC? 
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Figure 7: Combined search results: (a) The observed (solid) 95% CL
limits on the signal strength as a function of mH and the expec-
tation (dashed) under the background-only hypothesis. The dark
and light shaded bands show the ±1� and ±2� uncertainties on the
background-only expectation. (b) The observed (solid) local p0 as a
function of mH and the expectation (dashed) for a SM Higgs boson
signal hypothesis (µ = 1) at the given mass. (c) The best-fit signal
strength µ̂ as a function of mH . The band indicates the approximate
68% CL interval around the fitted value.

provide fully reconstructed candidates with high reso-
lution in invariant mass, as shown in Figures 8(a) and
8(b). These excesses are confirmed by the highly sen-
sitive but low-resolution H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ channel, as
shown in Fig. 8(c).

The observed local p0 values from the combination
of channels, using the asymptotic approximation, are
shown as a function of mH in Fig. 7(b) for the full mass
range and in Fig. 9 for the low mass range.

The largest local significance for the combination of
the 7 and 8 TeV data is found for a SM Higgs boson
mass hypothesis of mH=126.5 GeV, where it reaches
6.0�, with an expected value in the presence of a SM
Higgs boson signal at that mass of 4.9� (see also Ta-
ble 7). For the 2012 data alone, the maximum lo-
cal significance for the H!ZZ(⇤)! 4`, H! �� and
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Figure 8: The observed local p0 as a function of the hypothesized
Higgs boson mass for the (a) H!ZZ(⇤)! 4`, (b) H! �� and (c)
H!WW(⇤)! `⌫`⌫ channels. The dashed curves show the expected
local p0 under the hypothesis of a SM Higgs boson signal at that mass.
Results are shown separately for the

p
s = 7 TeV data (dark, blue), thep

s = 8 TeV data (light, red), and their combination (black).

H!WW (⇤)! e⌫µ⌫ channels combined is 4.9�, and oc-
curs at mH = 126.5 GeV (3.8� expected).

The significance of the excess is mildly sensitive to
uncertainties in the energy resolutions and energy scale
systematic uncertainties for photons and electrons; the
e↵ect of the muon energy scale systematic uncertain-
ties is negligible. The presence of these uncertainties,
evaluated as described in Ref. [138], reduces the local
significance to 5.9�.

The global significance of a local 5.9� excess any-
where in the mass range 110–600 GeV is estimated to
be approximately 5.1�, increasing to 5.3� in the range
110–150 GeV, which is approximately the mass range
not excluded at the 99% CL by the LHC combined SM
Higgs boson search [139] and the indirect constraints
from the global fit to precision electroweak measure-
ments [12].
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Further down the road

Jianming Qian (University of Michigan) 16 

Proposed e+e- Colliders 

TLEP 

ILC in Japan 

at CERN 

CEPC in China 

There is also CLIC, see the presentation by Frank Simon 

来自中国的建议 
• 2012年9月“第二届中国高能加速器物理战略发展研讨会”提出了

建造周长为50-70km环形加速器的建议： 

– CEPC：质心能量为240GeV的高能正负电子对撞机(Higgs 工厂） 

– SppC：在同一隧道建造质心能量为50-90 TeV的强子对撞机。 

• 2013年6月12-14日香山会议共识：“环形正负电子对撞机Higgs工
厂(CEPC)+ 超级质子对撞机(SppC)是我国高能物理发展的重要选项
和机遇” 

• 2014年2月28日“第三届中国高能加速器物理战略发展研讨会”结
论：“环形正负电子对撞机Higgs工厂(CEPC) + 超级质子对撞机
(SppC)是我国未来高能物理发展的首要选项” 

ee+  Higgs Factory 

pp collider  

Circular.   “Scale up” LEP+LHC

CLIC

CEPC

SPPC
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Exploring new physics with colliders
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Direct production of new 
physics
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High energy hadron collider.

- Direct production of new physics particles.

- Reach proportional to ECM .

- 14 ⇒ 100, a factor 5 gain quickly. 

- Slow gain with increasing luminosity, eventually 
reach a factor of 7.
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Lepton collider, direct production

- Can see difficult signal (mono-photon example below).

- However, reach limited by the ECM.
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Lepton collider, direct production

- Can see difficult signal (mono-photon example below).

- However, reach limited by the ECM.
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Higgs Physics
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Discovery! July 4th, 2012

- mh ≈ 125 GeV, Standard Model like couplings. 
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Figure 7: Combined search results: (a) The observed (solid) 95% CL
limits on the signal strength as a function of mH and the expec-
tation (dashed) under the background-only hypothesis. The dark
and light shaded bands show the ±1� and ±2� uncertainties on the
background-only expectation. (b) The observed (solid) local p0 as a
function of mH and the expectation (dashed) for a SM Higgs boson
signal hypothesis (µ = 1) at the given mass. (c) The best-fit signal
strength µ̂ as a function of mH . The band indicates the approximate
68% CL interval around the fitted value.

provide fully reconstructed candidates with high reso-
lution in invariant mass, as shown in Figures 8(a) and
8(b). These excesses are confirmed by the highly sen-
sitive but low-resolution H!WW (⇤)! `⌫`⌫ channel, as
shown in Fig. 8(c).

The observed local p0 values from the combination
of channels, using the asymptotic approximation, are
shown as a function of mH in Fig. 7(b) for the full mass
range and in Fig. 9 for the low mass range.

The largest local significance for the combination of
the 7 and 8 TeV data is found for a SM Higgs boson
mass hypothesis of mH=126.5 GeV, where it reaches
6.0�, with an expected value in the presence of a SM
Higgs boson signal at that mass of 4.9� (see also Ta-
ble 7). For the 2012 data alone, the maximum lo-
cal significance for the H!ZZ(⇤)! 4`, H! �� and
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Figure 8: The observed local p0 as a function of the hypothesized
Higgs boson mass for the (a) H!ZZ(⇤)! 4`, (b) H! �� and (c)
H!WW(⇤)! `⌫`⌫ channels. The dashed curves show the expected
local p0 under the hypothesis of a SM Higgs boson signal at that mass.
Results are shown separately for the

p
s = 7 TeV data (dark, blue), thep

s = 8 TeV data (light, red), and their combination (black).

H!WW (⇤)! e⌫µ⌫ channels combined is 4.9�, and oc-
curs at mH = 126.5 GeV (3.8� expected).

The significance of the excess is mildly sensitive to
uncertainties in the energy resolutions and energy scale
systematic uncertainties for photons and electrons; the
e↵ect of the muon energy scale systematic uncertain-
ties is negligible. The presence of these uncertainties,
evaluated as described in Ref. [138], reduces the local
significance to 5.9�.

The global significance of a local 5.9� excess any-
where in the mass range 110–600 GeV is estimated to
be approximately 5.1�, increasing to 5.3� in the range
110–150 GeV, which is approximately the mass range
not excluded at the 99% CL by the LHC combined SM
Higgs boson search [139] and the indirect constraints
from the global fit to precision electroweak measure-
ments [12].
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7.1 Significance of the observed excess 25
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7.1 Significance of the observed excess

The consistency of the observed excess with the background-only hypothesis may be judged
from Fig. 14, which shows a scan of the local p-value for the 7 and 8 TeV data sets and their
combination. The 7 and 8 TeV data sets exhibit an excess of 3.2 σ and 3.8 σ significance, re-
spectively, for a Higgs boson mass of approximately 125 GeV. In the overall combination the
significance is 5.0 σ for mH = 125.5 GeV. Figure 15 gives the local p-value for the five decay
modes individually and displays the expected overall p-value.

The largest contributors to the overall excess in the combination are the γγ and ZZ decay
modes. They both have very good mass resolution, allowing good localization of the invariant
mass of a putative resonance responsible for the excess. Their combined significance reaches
5.0 σ (Fig. 16). The WW decay mode has an exclusion sensitivity comparable to the γγ and ZZ
decay modes but does not have a good mass resolution. It has an excess with local significance
1.6 σ for mH ∼ 125 GeV. When added to the γγ and ZZ decay modes, the combined signifi-
cance becomes 5.1 σ. Adding the bb and ττ channels in the combination, the final significance
becomes 5.0 σ. Table 6 summarises the expected and observed local p-values for a SM Higgs
boson mass hypothesis of 125.5 GeV for the various combinations of channels.

Table 6: The expected and observed local p-values, expressed as the corresponding number of
standard deviations of the observed excess from the background-only hypothesis, for mH =
125.5 GeV, for various combinations of decay modes.

Decay mode/combination Expected (σ) Observed (σ)

γγ 2.8 4.1
ZZ 3.6 3.1
ττ + bb 2.4 0.4
γγ + ZZ 4.7 5.0
γγ + ZZ + WW 5.2 5.1
γγ + ZZ + WW + ττ + bb 5.8 5.0

The global p-value for the search range 115–130 (110–145) GeV is calculated using the method

Thursday, March 5, 15



CEPC Higgs program
Signal rate
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Figure 5. The b-tagging efficiency vs. c and light quark jets rejection with Z ! qq̄ sample at 91
GeV.
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Figure 6. Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson production processes at CEPC: e+e� ! ZH, e+e� !
⌫⌫H and e+e� ! eeH.

of the Higgsstrahlung reaches its maximum at
p

s ⇠ 250 GeV, and then decreases asymp-1

totically as 1/s. The vector boson fusion production is through t�channel exchanges of2

vector bosons. Their cross sections increase logarithmically as ln

2

(s/M2

W ). Because of the3

accidentally small neutral current coupling Ze+e�, the VBF cross section is dominated by4

the WW fusion. Numerical values of their cross sections at
p

s = 250 GeV are listed in5

Table 5. Note that many of these processes can lead to the same final states and thus can6

interfere. For example, e+e� ! e+⌫eW
� ! e+⌫ee

�⌫̄e and e+e� ! e+e�Z ! e+e�⌫e⌫̄e7

have the same final states. These processes are simulated together to take into account the8

interference effects for the studies presented in this paper.9

CEPC is designed to deliver a total of 5 ab�1 integrated luminosity to two detectors in10

10 years. Over 10

6 Higgs events will be produced during this period. The large statistics,11

well-determined kinematics and clean event environment will enable CEPC to measure12

Higgs boson production cross sections as well as its properties (mass, decay width and13

branching ratios, etc.) with precisions far beyond achievable at the LHC. Compared with14
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Figure 7. Left: Production cross sections of e+e� ! ZH and e+e� ! (ee/⌫⌫)H as functions
of

p
s for a 125 GeV Higgs boson. Right: Higgs boson decay branching ratios as functions of

MH [23, 24].

Table 5. Production cross sections of signal and background processes at
p

s = 250 GeV and
numbers of events expected in 5 ab�1. The cross sections are calculated using the Whizard pro-
gram [25]. Note that cross sections do not include potential interference effects between the same
final states from different processes after W and Z bosons decay.

Process Cross section Nevents in 5 ab�1

Higgs boson production, cross section in fb
e+e� ! ZH 212 1.06 ⇥ 10

6

e+e� ! ⌫⌫H 6.72 3.36 ⇥ 10

4

e+e� ! eeH 0.63 3.15 ⇥ 10

3

Total 219 1.10 ⇥ 10

6

Background processes, cross section in pb
e+e� ! e+e� (Bhabha) 25.1 1.3 ⇥ 10

8

e+e� ! qq 50.2 2.5 ⇥ 10

8

e+e� ! µµ (or ⌧⌧) 4.40 2.2 ⇥ 10

7

e+e� ! WW 15.4 7.7 ⇥ 10

7

e+e� ! ZZ 1.03 5.2 ⇥ 10

6

e+e� ! eeZ 4.73 2.4 ⇥ 10

7

e+e� ! e⌫W 5.14 2.6 ⇥ 10

7

hadron collisions, e+e� collisions are not affected by underlying event and pile-up effects.1

Theoretical calculations are less dependent on higher order QCD radiative corrections and2

therefore allow for more precise tests of the theoretical predictions. The tagging of e+e� !3

ZH events through the recoiling mass method is independent of the Higgs boson decay. It is4
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Zh cross section

3.3.1 Recoil mass spectrum from leptonic Z decays1

Events with leptonic Z decays are ideal for studying the recoiling mass spectrum of the2

e+e� ! ZX events. Z ! `` decays are easily identifiable and can be precisely measured.3

Figure 9 shows the reconstructed recoil mass spectrum of e+e� ! ZX candidates in the4

Z ! µµ and Z ! ee channels. The analyses take into account all major backgrounds and5

are based on full simulation for the ZH signal and fast simulation for backgrounds. The6

width of the reconstructed recoil mass distribution of the e+e� ! ZH signal is dominated7

by the radiation effects and experimental resolutions if the Higgs boson has an intrinsic8

width of 4 MeV as predicted by the SM.9
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Figure 9. Recoil mass spectrum of e+e� ! ZX candidates with the Z boson decaying to a pair
of leptons for an integrated luminosity of 5 ab�1 for Z ! µµ (Left) and Z ! ee (Right).

In a model independent analysis, all the SM processes with at least 2 leptons in its final10

state will become the background. The event selection uses only information from these11

two leptons. The Z ! µµ and Z ! ee channels use different event selection methods. The12

resulting recoil mass spectra are shown in Fig. 9. Both channels have significant high-mass13

tail resulting mainly from initial state radiations. In addition, the Z ! ee channel has14

much stronger bremsstrahlung and FSR radiation, leading to a much wider recoil mass15

distribution.16

The Z ! µµ selection is composed of 2 steps. First, a loose selection on the number17

of leptons and some loose kinematic constraints are applied. Secondly, a multi-variant18

analysis (MVA) discriminant is employed to enhance the separation the signal-background19

separation. The overall signal selection efficiency is approximately 62% (22k signal events20

passing the selection) with a reduction in background by nearly 3 orders of magnitude21

(48k background events surviving). The leading backgrounds after event selection are ZZ,22

WW and Z� (ISR return) events. Using the Z ! µµ channel, the cross section can be23

measured to a relative precision of 0.9%. For the Higgs mass measurement, the beam energy24

spread (0.16% per beam, or equivalently, 350 MeV uncertainty per event) has comparable25

– 14 –
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Can use recoil mass to identify Zh process, independent of Higgs decay

3.2 Event generators, samples and software1

The following software tools have been used to obtain the results reported in this paper.2

GuineaPig [26, 27] is used to study the beam background and its energy spectrum. A full3

set of SM samples, including both the Higgs boson signal and SM backgrounds, has been4

generated with Whizard [25]. In addition, Madgraph [28] and Pythia [29] have been used to5

generate samples for Higgs exotic decay studies (see Sec. 3.5.8). Starting from the standard6

software framework for linear collider studies [30], changes have been made to both the7

simulation (Mokka [31]) and reconstruction (Arbor [32]) software to adapt to the CEPC8

detector geometry.9

All Higgs signal and part of the leading SM background samples have been processed10

with full simulation and reconstruction. The rest of SM backgrounds is simulated with a11

dedicated fast simulation tool, CEPCFS [33], where the detector acceptance, efficiency, in-12

trinsic resolution for different physics objects and identification efficiency are parametrized.13

Samples that were simulated for ILC studies [34] are used as a cross-check.14

The center-of-mass energy of the CEPC Higgs run has not been finalized. While many15

of the studies of the CEPC machine have assumed an operating energy of 240 GeV,
p

s =16

250 GeV is chosen for the physics studies presented in this paper in order to be directly17

comparable to the studies for ILC and TLEP [35, 36].18

3.3 Recoil mass distributions of e+e� ! ZH events19

Unlike hadron colliders, the center of mass energy at an e+e� collider is precisely measurable20

and adjustable. For a Higgsstrahlung event where the Z boson decaying to a visible pair21

of fermions (Z ! ff), the Higgs boson mass MH can be reconstructed as the mass of the22

system (recoil mass M
recoil

) recoiling against the Z boson assuming the event has the total23

energy
p

s and zero momentum:24

M2

recoil

= (

p
s � Eff )

2 � p2

ff = s � 2Eff

p
s + m2

ff (3.1)

where Eff , pff and mff are, respectively, the total energy, momentum and invariant mass25

of the fermion pair. The M
recoil

distribution should exhibit a resonant peak at MH for the26

signal processes e+e� ! ZH and ZZ-fusion, and is expected to be smooth for background27

processes. The width of the resonance is largely determined by the energy and momentum28

resolution of the detector as the Higgs boson physical width is about 4 MeV and
p

s will be29

known better than 1 MeV. Thus the best precision is achieved for the leptonic Z ! `` (` =30

e, µ) decays.31

By fitting the M
recoil

spectrum, the e+e� ! ZH event yield can be extracted inde-32

pendent of the Higgs decay. Thus the e+e� ! ZH production cross section, �ZH , can be33

measured and from this cross section the partial Higgs decay width �(H ! ZZ), or equiva-34

lently the Higgs-Z boson coupling g(HZZ), can be derived in a totally model-independent35

manner. The latter is an essential input to the determination of the total Higgs boson de-36

cay width. Higgs boson decay branching ratios can then measured by studying how Higgs37

bosons decay in the selected e+e� ! ZH candidates. Furthermore, a precise value of MH38

can be determined by fitting the M
recoil

mass spectrum. The recoil mass spectrum has been39

investigated for both leptonic and hadronic Z boson decays as presented below.40
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colliders, the width can be determined from the measurements of Higgs boson production1

cross sections and its decay branching ratios. This is because the inclusive e+e� ! ZH2

cross section �(ZH) can be measured from the recoil mass distribution, independent of3

Higgs decays.4

Measurements of �(ZH) and BR’s have been discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.6 re-5

spectively. Combining these measurements, the Higgs boson width can be calculated in a6

model-independent way:7

�H / �(H ! ZZ⇤
)

BR(H ! ZZ⇤
)

/ �(ZH)

BR(H ! ZZ⇤
)

(3.4)

Here �(H ! ZZ⇤
) is the partial width of the H ! ZZ⇤ decay. Because of the small8

expected BR(H ! ZZ⇤
) value for a 125 GeV Higgs boson (2.3% in the SM), the precision9

of �H is limited by the H ! ZZ⇤ statistics. It can be improved using the decay final states10

with the expected large BR values, for example the H ! bb decay:11

�H / �(H ! bb)

BR(H ! bb)
(3.5)

�(H ! bb) can be independently extracted from the cross section of the W fusion process12

e+e� ! ⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb:13

�(⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb) / �(H ! WW ⇤
) · BR(H ! bb) = �(H ! bb) · BR(H ! WW ⇤

) (3.6)

Thus the Higgs boson total width14

�H / �(H ! bb)

BR(H ! bb)
/ �(⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb)

BR(H ! bb) · BR(H ! WW ⇤
)

(3.7)

Here BR(H ! bb) and BR(H ! WW ⇤
) are measured from the e+e� ! ZH process. The15

limitation of this method is the small e+e� ! ⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb cross section.16

The precision from the method of Eq. 3.4 is 4.4%, dominated by the statistics of17

e+e� ! ZH events with H ! ZZ⇤. The precision from the method of Eq. 3.7 is 3.3%18

dominated by the statistics of e+e� ! ⌫⌫H events with H ! bb. This method uses the19

large BR(H ! bb) value to compensate the smaller cross section of the W fusion process20

�(e+e� ! ⌫⌫H). A combined result from the above two methods, after taking into account21

the correlations, shows that CEPC is capable of measuring �H with a precision of 2.7%22

with 5 ab

�1. The precise knowledge of the Higgs boson total width will lead us to much23

better understandings of Higgs boson properties in a model independent way as discussed24

in Sec. 4.25

3.8 Summary of the Higgs measurements26

Table 12 summarizes the estimated precisions of Higgs property measurements discussed27

in this paper. For the leading Higgs boson decay modes, namely bb, cc, gg, WW , ZZ and28

⌧⌧ , percent level precisions are expected. As it has been discussed in Section 1 this level of29

precision is required to attain sensitivity to many beyond SM physics scenarios.30

– 28 –
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Impressive capability cross the boardTable 12. Estimated precisions of Higgs boson property measurements at the CEPC. All the
numbers refer to relative precision except for MH and BR(H ! inv) for which �MH and 95% CL
upper limit are quoted respectively.

�MH �H �(ZH) �(⌫⌫H) ⇥ BR(H ! bb)

5.9 MeV 2.7% 0.51% 2.8%

Decay mode �(ZH) ⇥ BR BR

H ! bb 0.28% 0.57%
H ! cc 2.2% 2.3%
H ! gg 1.6% 1.7%
H ! ⌧⌧ 1.2% 1.3%
H ! WW 1.5% 1.6%
H ! ZZ 4.3% 4.3%
H ! �� 9.0% 9.0%
H ! µµ 17% 17%
H ! inv � 0.28%

All � ⇥ BR measurements results are based on simple counting experiments. The best1

achievable statistical uncertainties for 5 ab�1 are 0.25% for �(e+e� ! ZH) ⇥ BR(H !2

bb) and 0.5% for �(e+e� ! ZH). Even for these measurements, statistics will be the3

dominant source of uncertainties. Systematic uncertainties from the efficiency/acceptance4

of the detector, the luminosity and the beam energy determination are expected to be5

small. The integrated luminosity can be measured with a 0.1% precision, a benchmark6

already achieved at LEP [50], and can be potentially improved in the future. The center-7

of-mass energy will be known better than 1 MeV, resulting negligible uncertainties on8

the theoretical cross section predictions and experimental recoil mass measurements. In9

summary, all aforementioned measurements will have uncertainties that are statistically10

dominated at CEPC.11

4 Coupling Extractions and Combinations12

4.1 Coupling fits13

In order to extract the implications of the predicted measurement precision shown in Ta-14

ble 12 on possible new physics models, constraints on additional contributions to Higgs15

couplings are derived. The Standard Model makes specific predictions for the Higgs cou-16

plings to the SM fermions, g(hff ; SM) , and to the SM gauge bosons g(hV V ; SM)

2 . The17

deviation from the Standard Model couplings will be parameterized using:18

f =

g(hff)

g(hff ; SM)

, V =

g(hV V )

g(hff ; SM)

(4.1)

2For the discussion of coupling fits and their implications, 00h00 is used to denoted the 125 GeV Higgs
boson.

– 29 –
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Why do we want to know more 
about Higgs?

particle spin

quark: u, d,... 1/2

lepton: e... 1/2

photon 1

W,Z 1

gluon 1

Higgs 0

h:  a new kind of 
elementary particle
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“Simple” picture: Mexican hat

 

 
 

 
5 (26) 

that the BCS ground state (named after John Bardeen, Leon Cooper and Robert Schrieffer, 
Nobel Prize, 1972) has spontaneously broken gauge symmetry. This means that, while the 
underlying Hamiltonian is invariant with respect to the choice of the electromagnetic gauge, the 
BCS ground state is not. This fact cast some doubts on the validity of the original explanation of 
the Meissner effect within the BCS theory, which, though well motivated on physical grounds, 
was not explicitly gauge invariant. Nambu finally put these doubts to rest, after earlier 
important contributions by Philip Anderson (Nobel Prize, 1977) [28] and others had fallen short 
of providing a fully rigorous theory. In the language of particle physics the breaking of a local 
gauge symmetry, when a normal metal becomes superconducting, gives rise to a finite mass for 
the photon field inside the superconductor. The conjugate length scale is nothing but the 
London penetration depth. This example from superconductivity showed that a gauge theory 
could give rise to small length scales if the local symmetry is spontaneously broken and hence to 
short range forces. Note though, that the theory in this case is non-relativistic since it has a 
Fermi surface. In his paper of 1960 Nambu [27] studied a quantum field theory for hypothetical 
fermions with chiral symmetry. This symmetry is global and not of the gauge type. He assumed 
that by giving a vacuum expectation value to a condensate of fields it is spontaneously broken, 
and he could then show that there is a bound state of the fermions, which he interpreted as the 
pion. This result follows from general principles without detailing the interactions. If the 
symmetry is exact, the pion must be massless. By giving the fermions a small mass the 
symmetry is slightly violated and the pion is given a small mass. Note that this development 
came four years before the quark hypothesis.  

Soon  after  Nambu’s  work, Jeffrey Goldstone [29] pointed out that an alternative way to break 
the symmetry spontaneously is to introduce a scalar field with the quantum numbers of the 
vacuum and to give it a vacuum expectation value. He studied some different cases but the most 
important one was that of a complex massive scalar field 𝜑 = √   (𝜑 + 𝑖𝜑 ) with a Lagrangian 

density of the form 

𝐿 =   𝜕   𝜑  𝜕   𝜑 −  𝜇   𝜑  𝜑 − 𝜆
6   (𝜑  𝜑) , 

where 𝜑 is the complex conjugate of 𝜑,  and the coupling constant 𝜆  is positive. This Lagrangian 
is invariant under a global rotation of the phase of the field φ, 𝜑   ⟶  𝑒   𝜑, ie. a U(1) symmetry 
as in QED, although not a local one. Suppose now that one chooses the square of the mass, 𝜇 , to 
be a negative number. Then  the  potential  looks  like  a  “Mexican  hat”:  

 

 

Similar to, and motivated by
Landau-Ginzburg theory
 of superconductivity.

V (h) =
1

2
µ2h2 +

�

4
h4

hhi ⌘ v 6= 0 ! mW = gW
v

2
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Similar to, and motivated by
Landau-Ginzburg theory
 of superconductivity.

However, this simplicity is deceiving. 
Parameters not predicted by theory. Can not be the complete picture.
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We know very little about Higgs, 
not even sure about “Mexican hat”.

or

THE ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITION 19

illustrate the point, let’s take the limit where the m2 term in the potential can be neglected. Now the544

potential is minimized for v2

= 2|�|⇤2, and we find m2

H = 2�v2, µ = 7m2

H/v = (7/3)µSM , giving545

an O(1) deviation in the cubic Higgs coupling relative to the Standard Model. In the case with the546

non-analytic (h†h)

2 log(h†h) potential, the cubic self-coupling is µ = (5/3)µSM .547

The LHC will not have the sensitivity to the triple higgs coupling to distinguish these possibilities.548

Even larger departures from the standard picture are possible - we don’t even know whether the dynam-549

ics of symmetry breaking is well-approximated by a single light, weakly coupled scalar; there may be a550

number of light scalars, and not all of them need be weakly coupled!551

Nature of EW phase transition

- Consider a model Higgs + singlet
Simplest, but also hardest to discover.
Good testing case.

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

See also Jing Shu and Tao Liu’s talk

Tuesday, January 20, 15

Figure 2.12 Question of the nature of the electroweak phase transition.

Understanding this physics is also directly relevant to one of the most fundamental questions we can552

ask about any symmetry breaking phenomenon—what is the order of the associated phase transition?553

How can we experimentally decide whether the electroweak phase transition in the early universe was554

second order or first order? This question is another obvious next step following the Higgs discov-555

ery: having understood what breaks electroweak symmetry, we must now undertake an experimental556

program to probe how electroweak symmetry is restored at high energies.557

A first-order phase transition is also strongly motivated by the possibility of electroweak baryoge-558

nesis. While the origin of the baryon asymmetry is one of the most fascinating questions in physics,559

it is frustratingly straightforward to build models for baryogenesis at ultra-high energy scales, with no560

direct experimental consequences. However, we aren’t forced to defer this physics to the deep ultravi-561

olet: as is well-known the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking itself beautifully provides all562

the ingredients needed for baryogenesis. At temperatures far above the weak scale, where electroweak563

symmetry restored, electroweak sphalerons are unsuppressed, and violate baryon number. As the tem-564

perature cools to near the electroweak transition, bubbles of the symmetry breaking vacuum begin to565

appear. CP violating interactions between particles in the thermal bath and the expanding bubble walls566

can generate a net baryon number. If the phase transition is too gradual (second order), then the Higgs567

vev inside the bubbles turns on too slowly, so the sphalerons are still active inside the bubble, killing the568

baryon asymmetry generated in this way. But if the transition is more sudden (first order), the Higgs569

vev inside the bubble right at the transition is large, so the sphalerons inside the bubble are Boltzmann570

suppressed and the baryon asymmetry can survive. This requires exp(��Esph/Tc) < exp (�10), and571

can be translated to a rough criterion on the size of the Higgs expectation value at the transition:572

hhi(Tc)

Tc
> 0.6 ! 1.6 (2.15)

In the Standard Model with mh = 125 GeV, the electroweak phase transition is not strong enough573

to satisfy this condition. Also the CP violation in the CKM matrix is not large enough to generate the574

needed asymmetry even ignoring the washout by sphalerons in the bubble. So in order to make this575

What we know now

Is the EW phase transition first order?

V (h) =
1

2
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Where do we start?
Is Higgs really the simple elementary particle?
Or, is it something more complicated?    
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Where do we start?
6 OVERVIEW OF THE PHYSICS CASES FOR CEPC-SPPC

m�1

H

Z

Z

Z

Z

H H

LHC CEPC

H

H

H ?
H

H

H

LHC CEPC/SPPC

Thursday, January 22, 15Figure 2.1 A sketch of two of the central goals of the CEPC and SppC. The CEPC will probe whether the Higgs
is truly “elementary", with a resolution up to a hundred times more powerful than the LHC. The SppC will see, for
the first time, a fundamentally new dynamical process—the self-interaction of an elementary particle—uniquely
associated with the Higgs.

two points are sketched in Fig. 2.1, and represent the central physics questions the CEPC and SppC are193

guaranteed to attack and resolve.194

At an even more fundamental level, much of the excitement surrounding the CEPC and SppC stems195

from the bold leap into completely uncharted new territory they offer, probing energy scales where we196

have long had reasons to expect fundamental new physical principles at play. The CEPC measurements197

of Higgs interactions with other particles, with an accuracy of nearly one part in a thousand, will provide198

a multitude of clues to its microscopic structure well beyond the capabilities of the LHC. The SppC will199

allow us to hunt for new fundamental particles an order of magnitude heavier than we can possibly200

produce with the LHC, and new particles the LHC may produce in small numbers will be produced with201

up to a thousand times higher rate, giving us a new window into the quantum-mechanical vacuum of202

our universe with a hundred-fold greater resolution than ever before.203

Over the past year, a large group of theorists around the world have embarked on detailed studies of204

the physics potential of the CEPC and SppC, spanning a wide range of topics, resulting in dozens of205

papers [3–27]. Needless to say these studies are all in early stages, and many years of intensive work206

have yet to be done to arrive at a complete picture of the capabilities of these machines. Our aim in this207

overview section is not to exhaustively review the wide array of results found to date, as these will likely208

be continuously improved in the near future. Instead, we will give a high-level summary of the central209

scientific issues at stake, and draw on the studies that have been carried out to show that the leap in210

precision and energy offered by the CEPC/SppC project is just what is needed to robustly tackle many211

of the most profound mysteries that confront us, especially focusing on the nature of the electroweak212

phase transition, the origin and naturalness of the electroweak scale, and electroweakly interacting dark213

matter. More details and additional studies are provided in the subsequent sections of the report.214

Is Higgs really the simple elementary particle?
Or, is it something more complicated?    

Visualize as the “size” of the particle
Complicated: size = mass-1 (just like proton)
Simple:  point-like

Why complicated? An example: 
Landau-Ginzburg replaced by BCS, more complicated! 
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At an even more fundamental level, much of the excitement surrounding the CEPC and SppC stems195

from the bold leap into completely uncharted new territory they offer, probing energy scales where we196

have long had reasons to expect fundamental new physical principles at play. The CEPC measurements197

of Higgs interactions with other particles, with an accuracy of nearly one part in a thousand, will provide198

a multitude of clues to its microscopic structure well beyond the capabilities of the LHC. The SppC will199

allow us to hunt for new fundamental particles an order of magnitude heavier than we can possibly200

produce with the LHC, and new particles the LHC may produce in small numbers will be produced with201

up to a thousand times higher rate, giving us a new window into the quantum-mechanical vacuum of202

our universe with a hundred-fold greater resolution than ever before.203

Over the past year, a large group of theorists around the world have embarked on detailed studies of204

the physics potential of the CEPC and SppC, spanning a wide range of topics, resulting in dozens of205

papers [3–27]. Needless to say these studies are all in early stages, and many years of intensive work206

have yet to be done to arrive at a complete picture of the capabilities of these machines. Our aim in this207

overview section is not to exhaustively review the wide array of results found to date, as these will likely208

be continuously improved in the near future. Instead, we will give a high-level summary of the central209

scientific issues at stake, and draw on the studies that have been carried out to show that the leap in210

precision and energy offered by the CEPC/SppC project is just what is needed to robustly tackle many211

of the most profound mysteries that confront us, especially focusing on the nature of the electroweak212

phase transition, the origin and naturalness of the electroweak scale, and electroweakly interacting dark213

matter. More details and additional studies are provided in the subsequent sections of the report.214

Is Higgs really the simple elementary particle?
Or, is it something more complicated?    

Visualize as the “size” of the particle
Complicated: size = mass-1 (just like proton)
Simple:  point-like

LHC results so far: point like, “sort of”, 
but not conclusive.

Need to look at couplings in greater detail.

Why complicated? An example: 
Landau-Ginzburg replaced by BCS, more complicated! 
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How well do we need to know?
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In general, the deviation from the simple picture
can be parameterized as 

LHC will search new physics particles directly 
with mass  MNP ≲ TeV. 

Therefore, deviation more than a few % unlikely

To be comparable or go beyond, need to 
measure Higgs coupling to % level or better

� = c
m2

W

M2
NP

, c = O(1)
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Consider a simple model

operators, there is no symmetry distinction between the (h†h)3 operator and the operator
[@µ(h†h)]2, so they are expected to be generated as well, and a↵ect the Z � h couplings.

We begin by considering the simplest example of a theory where these couplings are
generated at tree-level by integrating out a massive singlet S coupled to the Higgs. As
we will see, this example represents the “easiest” case, where it is straightforward to get
a first-order phase transition, with large associated signals for both the CEPC and SPPC.
Since this is an “easy” case, we will use it largely to illustrate the important physics points
parametrically. We will then move to the “hard” case, where the order of the transition is
only a↵ected at 1-loop.

The important interactions for this toy model are given by

m2h†h+ �̃(h†h)2 +m2
SS

2 + ãSh†h+ b̃S3 + ̃S2h†h+ h̃S4 (8)

The couplings ã, b̃ can be set to zero by a Z2 symmetry under which S ! �S, but absent
such a symmetry they should be present. They give rise to both the modified Higgs potential
as well the oblique Higgs operator upon integrating out S at tree-level

FIG : TREEEXCHANGEDIAGRAMS (9)

and we find

m2h†h+ �(h†h)2 +
a2

m2
S

(h†h)3 +
a2

m2
S

(@µ(h
†h))2 (10)

Here we have introduced a = ã/mS, b = b̃/mS as the dimensionless strength of the cubic
interactions at the scale mS, and � = �̃� a2, = (̃+ ab).

Let us once again simplify our analysis by assuming that the quadratic term (h†h) is
negligible; the the first-order transition is driven as above with � < 0,  > 0, and we can
determine the electroweak scale and Higgs masses as

v2 = m2
S

�

a2
, m2

H = �v2 (11)

We can also find the shift in the Z � h coupling from the oblique Higgs operator

�Zh =
a2v2

m2
S

=
�


(12)

In order not to avoid an unwanted O(1) shift to the Z � h coupling, we must have  � �.
This is perfectly consistent since � is highly perturbative. It is interesting that despite the
presence of a relatively strong coupling of the Higgs to a new massive state, there are no
di�culties whatsoever with large precision electroweak corrections; this is closely related to
the fact that the O(1) deviation in the Higgs cubic couplings associated with the (h†h)3 term
does not radiatively induce precision electroweak operators at one-loop.

Now, the perturbative consistency of our analysis demands that we must have b, a < 4⇡
and ̃ < 16⇡2. Actually the bounds on , a are more stringent, since these couplings induce

4

b̃

ã

ã

ã

ã

ã

ã

ã
S

S

SS
S

S

κ̃

h
hh

h

hh

h

h
h

hh

hh

h h

h

shift in h-Z coupling > 0.5%
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illustrate the point, let’s take the limit where the m2 term in the potential can be neglected. Now the544

potential is minimized for v2

= 2|�|⇤2, and we find m2

H = 2�v2, µ = 7m2

H/v = (7/3)µSM , giving545

an O(1) deviation in the cubic Higgs coupling relative to the Standard Model. In the case with the546

non-analytic (h†h)

2 log(h†h) potential, the cubic self-coupling is µ = (5/3)µSM .547

The LHC will not have the sensitivity to the triple higgs coupling to distinguish these possibilities.548

Even larger departures from the standard picture are possible - we don’t even know whether the dynam-549

ics of symmetry breaking is well-approximated by a single light, weakly coupled scalar; there may be a550

number of light scalars, and not all of them need be weakly coupled!551

Nature of EW phase transition

- Consider a model Higgs + singlet
Simplest, but also hardest to discover.
Good testing case.

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

See also Jing Shu and Tao Liu’s talk

Tuesday, January 20, 15

Figure 2.12 Question of the nature of the electroweak phase transition.

Understanding this physics is also directly relevant to one of the most fundamental questions we can552

ask about any symmetry breaking phenomenon—what is the order of the associated phase transition?553

How can we experimentally decide whether the electroweak phase transition in the early universe was554

second order or first order? This question is another obvious next step following the Higgs discov-555

ery: having understood what breaks electroweak symmetry, we must now undertake an experimental556

program to probe how electroweak symmetry is restored at high energies.557

A first-order phase transition is also strongly motivated by the possibility of electroweak baryoge-558

nesis. While the origin of the baryon asymmetry is one of the most fascinating questions in physics,559

it is frustratingly straightforward to build models for baryogenesis at ultra-high energy scales, with no560

direct experimental consequences. However, we aren’t forced to defer this physics to the deep ultravi-561

olet: as is well-known the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking itself beautifully provides all562

the ingredients needed for baryogenesis. At temperatures far above the weak scale, where electroweak563

symmetry restored, electroweak sphalerons are unsuppressed, and violate baryon number. As the tem-564

perature cools to near the electroweak transition, bubbles of the symmetry breaking vacuum begin to565

appear. CP violating interactions between particles in the thermal bath and the expanding bubble walls566

can generate a net baryon number. If the phase transition is too gradual (second order), then the Higgs567

vev inside the bubbles turns on too slowly, so the sphalerons are still active inside the bubble, killing the568

baryon asymmetry generated in this way. But if the transition is more sudden (first order), the Higgs569

vev inside the bubble right at the transition is large, so the sphalerons inside the bubble are Boltzmann570

suppressed and the baryon asymmetry can survive. This requires exp(��Esph/Tc) < exp (�10), and571

can be translated to a rough criterion on the size of the Higgs expectation value at the transition:572

hhi(Tc)

Tc
> 0.6 ! 1.6 (2.15)

In the Standard Model with mh = 125 GeV, the electroweak phase transition is not strong enough573

to satisfy this condition. Also the CP violation in the CKM matrix is not large enough to generate the574

needed asymmetry even ignoring the washout by sphalerons in the bubble. So in order to make this575

Measuring it well is crucial to 
answer this question.
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How well can we do?
and accumulate an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1.1

LHC 300/3000 fb-1

CEPC 250 GeV at 5 ab-1 wi/wo HL-LHC
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Precision of Higgs couplingmeasurement (Contrained Fit)

Figure 19. The 7 parameter fit result, and comparison with the HL-LHC. The projections for
CEPC at 250 GeV with 5 ab

�1 integrated luminosity are shown. The CEPC results without com-
bination with HL-LHC input are shown with dashed edges. The LHC projections for an integrated
luminosity of 300 fb�1 are shown in dashed edges.

The CEPC Higgs properties measurements mark a giant step beyond the HL-LHC.2

First of all, in contrast to the LHC, a lepton collider Higgs factory is capable of measuring3

the absolute width and coupling strengths of the Higgs boson. A comparison with the4

HL-LHC is only possible with model dependent assumptions. One of such comparison is5

within the framework of a 7-parameter fit, shown in Fig. 19. Even with this set of restrictive6

assumptions, the advantage of the CEPC is still significant. The measurement of Z is more7

than a factor 10 better. The CEPC can also improve significantly on a set of channels which8

suffers from large background at the LHC, such as b, c, and g. We emphasize that this9

is comparing with the HL-LHC projection with aggressive assumptions about systematics.10

Such uncertainties are typically under much better control at lepton colliders. Within this11

7 parameter set, the only coupling which HL-LHC can give a competitive measurement is12

� , for which the CEPC’s accuracy is limited by statistics. This is also the most valuable13

input that the HL-LHC can give to the Higgs coupling measurement at the CEPC, which14

underlines the importance of combining the results of these two facilities.15

We also remark on the couplings which are left out in this fit. The most obvious16

omission is the BR
inv

. The CEPC with 5 ab�1 can measure this to a high accuracy of17

0.25%, as shown in Table 13. At the same time, the HL-LHC can only manage a much18

lower accuracy 6 � 17% [9].19

As we have discussed above, one of the greatest advantages of lepton collider Higgs20

factory is the capability of determining the Higgs coupling model independently. The pro-21

jection of such a determination at the CEPC is shown in Fig. 20. For comparison, we have22

discussion, see Refs. [9, 52, 65–67].

– 32 –

Z =
ghZ(Measured)

ghZ(SM)
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At an even more fundamental level, much of the excitement surrounding the CEPC and SppC stems195
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allow us to hunt for new fundamental particles an order of magnitude heavier than we can possibly200

produce with the LHC, and new particles the LHC may produce in small numbers will be produced with201

up to a thousand times higher rate, giving us a new window into the quantum-mechanical vacuum of202

our universe with a hundred-fold greater resolution than ever before.203

Over the past year, a large group of theorists around the world have embarked on detailed studies of204

the physics potential of the CEPC and SppC, spanning a wide range of topics, resulting in dozens of205

papers [3–27]. Needless to say these studies are all in early stages, and many years of intensive work206

have yet to be done to arrive at a complete picture of the capabilities of these machines. Our aim in this207

overview section is not to exhaustively review the wide array of results found to date, as these will likely208

be continuously improved in the near future. Instead, we will give a high-level summary of the central209

scientific issues at stake, and draw on the studies that have been carried out to show that the leap in210

precision and energy offered by the CEPC/SppC project is just what is needed to robustly tackle many211

of the most profound mysteries that confront us, especially focusing on the nature of the electroweak212

phase transition, the origin and naturalness of the electroweak scale, and electroweakly interacting dark213

matter. More details and additional studies are provided in the subsequent sections of the report.214

Higgs Factory

CEPC has what it takes!
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CEPC will build on the success
262 The ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, OPAL and SLD Collaborations / Physics Reports 427 (2006) 257 – 454

1 km
LEP

ALEPH

L3

DELPHI

OPAL

SPS

PS

France

Jura
Mountains

Geneva Airport

Switzerland

Fig. 1.3. The LEP storage ring, showing the locations of the four experiments, and the PS and SPS accelerators used to pre-accelerate the electron
and positron bunches.

Table 1.1
Approximate centre-of-mass energies and integrated luminosities delivered per LEP experiment

Year Centre-of-mass energy range (GeV) Integrated luminosity (pb−1)

1989 88.2 – 94.2 1.7
1990 88.2 – 94.2 8.6
1991 88.5 – 93.7 18.9
1992 91.3 28.6
1993 89.4, 91.2, 93.0 40.0
1994 91.2 64.5
1995 89.4, 91.3, 93.0 39.8

In 1990 and 1991, a total of about 7 pb−1 was taken at off-peak energies, and 20 pb−1 per year in 1993 and in 1995. The total luminosity used by
the experiments in the analyses was smaller by 10–15% due to data taking inefficiencies and data quality cuts.

smaller than that of LEP, the presence of longitudinal polarisation allows complementary and competitive measurements
of the Z couplings. Other properties of the accelerator have been used to improve further the statistical power of the data.
For example, the extremely small luminous volume of the interaction point improves the resolution in the measurement
of the lifetimes of heavy flavour hadrons, which are used to select b- and c-quark events.

1.1.1. LEP
LEP [5] was an electron–positron collider ring with a circumference of approximately 27 km, making it the largest

particle accelerator in the world. The collider layout included eight straight sections, with collisions between electron
and positron bunches allowed to take place in four of them. The four interaction regions were each instrumented with
a multipurpose detector: L3, ALEPH, OPAL and DELPHI, as indicated in Fig. 1.3.

In the summer of 1989 the first Z bosons were produced at LEP and observed by the four experiments. Over the
following years the operation of the machine and its performance were steadily improved. At the end of LEP data
taking around the Z resonance in autumn 1995 the peak luminosity had reached 2 × 1031 cm−2 s−1, above its design
value of 1.6 × 1031 cm−2 s−1. At this luminosity, approximately 1000 Z bosons were recorded every hour by each of
the four experiments, making LEP a true Z factory. Table 1.1 summarises the data taking periods, the approximate
centre-of-mass energies and the delivered integrated luminosities.

The data collected in 1989 constitute only a very small subset of the total statistics and are of lower quality,
and therefore these have not been used in the final analyses. In the years 1990 and 1991 “energy scans” were

LEP 1, 17 million Z decays 

Understood the 
properties of the W,Z-boson
well enough to

Nail the range of the 
Higgs mass

Guide the quest of BSM
new physics.
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EW precision will continue to be relevant 

Open questions in the SM center on electroweak symmetry 
breaking ⇒ expecting new physics here.  

Higgs discovery only sharpened them. 

Measuring EW sector better will certainly teach us a lot.
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EW program at the CEPC

- Z-pole. 
Planning at preliminary stage.

Will use 1 year, 2 detector and 100s fb-1 here.

A factor of 100 more Zs than LEP-I 

- WW
Threshold. 100s fb-1 

Continuum WW production in Higgs factory 
mode.
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A big step forward

Large improvements across the board

Current accuracy

CEPC: baseline and improvements
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Precision Electroweak Measurements at the CEPC
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A big step forward

Estimate preliminary.

Mostly Systematics 
dominated.  
(estimate conservative)

Based on estimates from Zhijun Liang

Baseline (conservative):  100 fb-1  on Z-pole, 60 fb-1 around Z-pole scan 

Current accuracy

CEPC: baseline and improvements
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Mostly Systematics 
dominated.  
(estimate conservative)

Based on estimates from Zhijun Liang

Baseline (conservative):  100 fb-1  on Z-pole, 60 fb-1 around Z-pole scan 

energy calibration x4 statistics 
Some potential
improvements

Current accuracy

CEPC: baseline and improvements
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Inputs for the further study

Table 4: Using direct measurement method in ZH runs, the expected precision in mW measurement in
CEPC detectors and the comparison with the LEP experiments.

�MW (MeV) LEP CEPC CEPCp
s(GeV) 161 250 250R
L(fb�1 3 1000 1000

channel l⌫qq, qqqq lvqq qqqq

beam energy 9 1.0 1.0
hadronization 13 1.5 1.5

radiative corrections 8 1.0 2.0
lepton and missing energy scale 10 1.5 1.0

bias in mass reconstuction 3 0.5 1.0
statistics 30 1.0 2.5

overall systematics 21 2.5 3.0
total 36 3.0 4.0

Present data CEPC fit
↵s(M2

Z) 0.1185 ± 0.0006 [17] ±1.0 ⇥ 10�4 [18]

�↵
(5)

had

(M2

Z) (276.5 ± 0.8) ⇥ 10�4 [19] ±4.7 ⇥ 10�5 [20]
mZ [GeV] 91.1875 ± 0.0021 [21] ±0.0005

mt [GeV] (pole) 173.34 ± 0.76
exp

[22] ±0.5
th

[20] ±0.6
exp

± 0.25
th

[20]
mh [GeV] 125.14 ± 0.24 [20] < ±0.1 [20]
mW [GeV] 80.385 ± 0.015

exp

[17]±0.004
th

[23] (±3

exp

± 1
th

) ⇥ 10�3 [23]
sin2 ✓`

e↵

(23153 ± 16) ⇥ 10�5 [21] (±4.6
exp

± 1.5
th

) ⇥ 10�5 [24]
�Z [GeV] 2.4952 ± 0.0023 [21] (±5

exp

± 0.8
th

) ⇥ 10�4 [25]
Rb ⌘ �b/�

had

0.21629 ± 0.00066 [21] ±1.7⇥ 10�4

R` ⌘ �
had

/�` 20.767 ± 0.025 [21] ±0.007

Table 5: Inputs to the electroweak fit of the oblique parameters S and T . The oblique parameters and the
first five observables in the table float freely in the fit, and determine the values of the remaining five. We
find that Rb and R` have minimal e↵ect on the fit of oblique parameters. We quote the precisions of current
and CEPC measurements as well as the current central values. Theory uncertainties are provided only when
they are nonnegligible and are not already incorporated in the quoted experimental uncertainty. Boldface
numbers represent measurements that will be performed at CEPC.

gives slightly more conservative bounds.
The result of the fit for S and T is depicted in Fig. 1. For ease of comparison of the bounds,

we have artificially displaced the input central values to agree with the predicted values so that
S = T = 0 will be the best-fit point. Both 1� and 2� uncertainty contours are presented (i.e.,
��2 = 2.30 and 6.18). Relative to the current electroweak precision results (dominated by LEP
together with the improved measurement of mW from hadron colliders), the results of CEPC will
shrink the error bars on S and T by a factor of about 3.

It is possible that the current baseline plan for CEPC can be improved upon by higher luminosity

8
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Figure 1: CEPC constraints on the oblique parameters S and T , compared to the current constraints.

CEPC sin2 ✓`
e↵

�Z [GeV] mt [GeV]
Improved Error (±2.3

exp

± 1.5
th

) ⇥ 10�5 (±1
exp

± 0.8
th
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Table 6: Potential improvements for CEPC measurements. The precision of sin2 ✓`
e↵

may be improved with
higher statistics, but will be ultimately limited by systematics to 0.01% precision. The Z width measurement
may be improved by better energy calibration. A precise top mass measurement requires a scan of the tt̄
threshold, and thus a larger collision energy than current CEPC plans.

runs, better calibration, or higher beam energy. Table 6 lists plausible improvements. The accuracy
of sin2 ✓`

e↵

can plausibly be improved with increased luminosity, but systematic uncertainties are
expected to dominate at the 0.01% precision level. The Z width measurement will require a high-
precision calibration of the beam energy, which is made possible at circular colliders by the technique
of resonant spin depolarization [21]. We consider the possibility that this width can be measured
to an experimental precision comparable to the theoretical uncertainty of about 0.1 MeV. The
top mass improvement requires a significant experimental e↵ort. It will either rely on input from
another collider like the ILC with higher beam energy, or a significant boost in the CEPC energy
to scan the top pair production threshold. Such an energy upgrade would significantly improve
the ultimate bound attained on the T parameter. We show the result of such improvements in
Fig. 2. The figure illustrates first the e↵ect of improving both sin2 ✓`

e↵

and �Z (which improves the
bounds on S and T comparably), and then the e↵ect of additionally improving the top mass (which
constrains T somewhat more strongly than S). From this plot it is apparent that upgrades to the
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With possible improvements.
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Electroweak precision at CEPC
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Figure 2: CEPC constraints on the oblique parameters S and T , for the baseline scenario and two possible
improvements. Notice that the axes of this plot have zoomed in by a factor of 5 compared to those of Fig. 1.
For clarity we show only 1� (��2 = 2.30) constraints.

Table 7 summarize the physics reach by quoting the 1� bound on S assuming that T is zero,
and vice versa. These are one-parameter fits (corresponding to ��2 = 1).

Parameter Current CEPC baseline Improved �Z , sin2 ✓ Also improved mt

S 3.6 ⇥ 10�2 1.3 ⇥ 10�2 9.7 ⇥ 10�3 7.1 ⇥ 10�3

T 3.1 ⇥ 10�2 1.0 ⇥ 10�2 7.5 ⇥ 10�3 4.6 ⇥ 10�3

Table 7: Current and CEPC projected one-parameter bounds on S and T (in each case, assuming that the
other is zero).

2.1 The Precision Challenge for Theorists

The estimates of CEPC prospects above assumed an improvement in theoretical uncertainties
relative to the current status. Theory uncertainties quoted for mW , sin2 ✓`

e↵

, and �Z in the “CEPC
fit” column of Table 5 are based on the size of estimated four-loop corrections from refs. [23–25],
under the assumption that three-loop calculations will be completed in the future. Full use of the
power of the CEPC collider thus relies on significant (but reasonable) advances in the state of the
art of Standard Model calculations in the coming years.
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Challenge (opportunity) for theorists
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Figure 3: An illustration of the importance of improvements in theoretical predictions needed for CEPC
to achieve its full potential. The orange solid and dashed curves are as in Fig. 2. The blue solid and dashed
curves show the result of fitting the same projected experimental measurements, but with today’s theory
uncertainties. We see that, especially for the case of improved precision in CEPC’s measurement of �Z and
sin2 ✓`

e↵

, the completion of three-loop theoretical calculations will play a decisive role in allowing for precise
constraints.

To emphasize the importance of these calculations, we have performed a fit including estimated
CEPC experimental errors but present-day theoretical uncertainties. In addition to the theory
uncertainties already quoted in the “Present data” column of Table 5, we also include �

th

sin2 ✓`
e↵

⇡
4.7⇥10�5 [24] and �

th

�Z ⇡ 0.5 MeV [25]. The resulting fits are shown in blue in Fig. 3. We see that
for the baseline scenario, improving current theoretical predictions will make a modest improvement
in the bounds derived from experimental data. For the scenario with improved measurements of �Z

and sin2 ✓`
e↵

, the improved theory calculations are decisive. If we do not improve over present-day
theory, such improvements in experimental measurements will make little di↵erence in the fit. The
challenge for theorists is to provide su�ciently precise calculations to justify the pursuit of higher
precision in experiment.

3 Implications for New Physics

A detailed assessment of the consequences of CEPC measurements for “Natural SUSY,” meaning
scenarios with light stops and higgsinos [26–32], may be found in ref. [33]. Here we will summarize
some of the main results. The loop e↵ects of stops on the S and T parameters were first computed
in ref. [34], and have more recently been studied from an e↵ective field theory viewpoint (among
many other dimension six operators) [35–37]. Some representative Feynman diagrams contributing
to the electroweak precision corrections are displayed in Fig. 4.

To good approximation, the dominant loop corrections arise from the left-handed stop multiplet

11

Pushing beyond current status 
by at least one order is crucial.

Our main  result (orange contour)
assumes completion of most electroweak 
3 loop calculations.  
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Targets of a successful EW program

- δmW < 5 MeV

- δsin2θeff < 2x10-5   (and/or ΓZ about 100 keV)

- δmZ < 500 keV

- δmt < 100 MeV

- Better measurements + theory for Δαhad.

- Higher order calculations.
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Targets of a successful EW program

- δmW < 5 MeV

- δsin2θeff < 2x10-5   (and/or ΓZ about 100 keV)

- δmZ < 500 keV

- δmt < 100 MeV

- Better measurements + theory for Δαhad.

- Higher order calculations.

CEPC has what it takes!
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Probing New Physics
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Probing new physics: 
Higgs coupling vs electroweak precision

New physics effect at lepton colliders can be 
parameterized as two classes of effective operators
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Probing new physics: 
Higgs coupling vs electroweak precision

New physics effect at lepton colliders can be 
parameterized as two classes of effective operators

Does not break any SM symmetry. Higgs coupling 
measurement gives stronger bounds.
Only feed into EW precision at higher order.

(@µh
†h), (h†h)hff c, (h†h)F 2

µ⌫ , (h†h)3, . . .
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Probing new physics: 
Higgs coupling vs electroweak precision

New physics effect at lepton colliders can be 
parameterized as two classes of effective operators

Does not break any SM symmetry. Higgs coupling 
measurement gives stronger bounds.
Only feed into EW precision at higher order.

(@µh
†h), (h†h)hff c, (h†h)F 2

µ⌫ , (h†h)3, . . .

h†Dµhf̄ �̄µf, (h†Dµh)
2, h†Wµ⌫hBµ⌫ , . . .

Breaks SM symmetry, EW precision tests have better 
sensitivity. 
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Naturalness, fine-tuning

- Outstanding mystery: huge difference between 
W/Z/h masses and MPlanck, 16 order of magnitude! 

- Many models to address this question. Most 
prominently: Supersymmetry and composite Higgs.

- LHC searches model dependent, many blind spots.

- Precision measurement at CEPC provides a 
powerful and complementary probe.
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Supersymmetry: stop

- Both Higgs coupling and EW precision important.

- Model independent testing fine-tuning down to 
percent level.

J. Fan, M. Reece, LT Wang, 1412.3107 
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Figure 5: CEPC electroweak precision constraints on stops. Here we present the unmixed case, Xt = 0.
The horizontal and vertical axes gives the mass of the left- and right-handed stops. The region to the left of
the orange lines will be excluded by CEPC constraints on the S and T parameters. The solid, dashed, and
dotted orange lines correspond to the three scenarios from Fig. 2. The region below and to the left of the
purple curve is expected to be excluded by CEPC measurements of Higgs boson branching ratios. We see
that electroweak precision tests and Higgs precision measurements are complementary and have comparable
strength. Dashed blue lines display contours of fine-tuning, which will be probed at the few percent level.

di�cult to probe at the LHC, a future circular collider can lead to novel and important constraints
through measurements near the Z pole.
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Can SUSY be hidden from the LHC?
- Folded SUSY. 

- Top partner has SM electroweak couplings only.

- No hgg. Only hγγ. Weak limit from Higgs coupling 
measurements.
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Figure 9. Projected constraints in the folded stop mass plane from a one-parameter fit to the Higgs–photon–

photon couplings from future experiments. Directly analogous to Fig. 7. Results from the ILC 250/500/1000

would be similar to CEPC; lower-energy ILC measurements provide even weaker constraints. These constraints

are subdominant to the constraints on left-handed folded stops arising from T -parameter measurements, which

are the same as those for ordinary stops in the left-hand column of Fig. 5.

that we have also taken into account of a precise determination of �(h ! ��)/�(h ! ZZ) at HL-LHC.
It has been demonstrated that combing this with Higgs measurements at future e+e� colliders could
result in a significant improvement of sensitivity to Higgs–photon–photon coupling [86, 87].

On the other hand, the reach of the electroweak precision we derived in this article (the left
column of Fig. 5) applies to folded stops as well as the usual stops. Except for the blind spot in the
parameter space, future EWPT could probe left-handed folded stops, via their correction to the T

parameter, up to 600 GeV (e.g. at the ILC) or even 1 TeV (e.g. at FCC-ee). CEPC’s preliminary
plans fall close to the ILC reach, but conceivable upgrades could achieve similar reach to FCC-ee.
These EWPT constraints would surpass the Higgsstrahlung constraints on folded SUSY estimated in
ref. [65]. Improved measurements of the W mass, then, may be one of the most promising routes
to obtaining stronger experimental constraints on folded SUSY. Therefore, with the help of future
electroweak precision measurements, we can test the fine tuning of folded SUSY at the few percent
level.
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Folded SUSY

- However, they do introduce correction in EW 
precision observables. 

- Leads to stronger limit.
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corrections (left column), Rb at FCC-ee (mid column) and Higgs couplings (right column) for di↵erent choices

of Xt/
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Is the Higgs composite?

Higgs

f:  100s GeV - TeV

composite resonances

LHC searches can go up to f = (a couple of) TeV.
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Composite Higgs at CEPC

Experiment Z (68%) f (GeV) g (68%) m
˜tL (GeV)

HL-LHC 3% 1.0 TeV 4% 430 GeV

ILC500 0.3% 3.1 TeV 1.6% 690 GeV

ILC500-up 0.2% 3.9 TeV 0.9% 910 GeV

CEPC 0.2% 3.9 TeV 0.9% 910 GeV

TLEP 0.1% 5.5 TeV 0.6% 1.1 GeV

Table 7. Interpreting Higgs coupling bounds in terms of new physics reach.

Experiment S (68%) f (GeV) T (68%) m
˜tL (GeV)

ILC 0.012 1.1 TeV 0.015 890 GeV

CEPC (opt.) 0.02 880 GeV 0.016 870 GeV

CEPC (imp.) 0.014 1.0 TeV 0.011 1.1 GeV

TLEP-Z 0.013 1.1 TeV 0.012 1.0 TeV

TLEP-t 0.009 1.3 TeV 0.006 1.5 TeV

Table 8. Interpreting S and T parameter bounds in terms of new physics reach. CEPC (imp.) is assuming

the improvement in both sin2 ✓`
e↵

and �Z , as discussed in Section 3.1.

into bounds on the scale f in composite Higgs models and on the left-handed stop mass in SUSY
models, respectively, to give some indication of how measurement accuracy translates to a reach for
heavy particles. In Table 8, we present the value of S where the line T = 0 intersects the 68% CL
ellipse, and vice versa, from our calculation in Figs. 1 and 2. We also translate these into bounds on
f and on m

˜tL , respectively. Of course, bounds on new physics are always model-dependent and the
relative sizes of various operators will depend on the model. Here we can see that for a composite Higgs,
the most powerful probe is the very well-measured coupling of the Higgs to the Z boson. The bounds
from this measurement dwarf those from the S and T parameters. On the other hand, bounds on the
left-handed stops from the T parameter and from Higgs coupling measurements are very similar, with
the T parameter bound generally being slightly stronger. This points to an important complementarity
between Higgs factory measurements and Z factory (or W and top threshold) measurements. Both
sets of measurements are crucial to obtain a broad view of what possible new electroweak physics can
exist at the TeV scale.

We have treated the Higgs measurements independently of the (S, T ) plane fits to illustrate the
new physics reach of di↵erent observables. However, they are related: for example, the S parameter
operator h†�ihW i

µ⌫Bµ⌫ modifies the partial widths for Higgs boson decays to two electroweak bosons.
The proper procedure once all the data is available will be to do a global fit combining all known
pieces of information.
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Composite Higgs at CEPC

Composite resonances couples to W and Z. Will give rise to 
deviation in EW precision observables.

S ' N

4⇡

v2

f2
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Higgs portal. 
1

⇤
H†H�̄� 𝞆: new fermions

Among simplest possible new physics couplings.

Present in many interesting contexts: 
Dark matter, composite top partner, ...

What can precision measurements tell us about 
new physics at scale Λ? 

Need to consider different kinds of possible 
new physics.
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UV completions of Higgs portal
New physics (I): a new scalar particle

Constraints from future precision measurements on UV completions of the fermionic
Higgs portal

(Dated: February 20, 2015)

The lowest dimension operators coupling new singlets to the SM are via the so-called Higgs portal, i.e., operators of
the form H†HONP where ONP is some SM-singlet set of fields. While singlet scalars have been discussed previously
in this document, here the focus is on the “CP-even fermionic Higgs portal” operator H†H�̄�, with � a SM-singlet
fermion. Studies of this operator have been carried out in recent literature (see, e.g., Refs. [1–3] and references
therein). Since the new states are weakly coupled, precision electroweak and Higgs physics will be important to
study this new physics, and test the possible UV-completions of the operator. Presented here is a summary of the
constraints which high-precision measurements of the electroweak observables S and T , and of the Higgs-strahlung
cross-section �Zh, may place on two di↵erent UV completions of this scenario.

The simplest possible UV completion of the CP-even fermionic Higgs portal is to take the Standard Model (SM)
augmented by the vector-like Dirac fermion SM-singlet �, and add to it a SM-singlet scalar S, coupling via the
following Lagrangian (see, e.g., Ref. [2])

L = Lsm + i�̄/@��m��̄�+
1

2
(@µS)

2 � V (S) + amSS|H|2 + ✏S
2
S2|H|2 � SS�̄�, (1)

where a, ✏S and S are real parameters.
This model is just the renormalisable scalar Higgs portal model (see, e.g., Ref. [4] for detailed discussion), augmented

with the singlet-� Yukawa coupling. In the limit where the S has mass mS � v, it can be integrated out at tree-level
to give rise to the following operators

LEFT � �aS

mS
H†H�̄�+

a2

m2
S

1

2
(@µ|H|2)2 + · · · . (2)

Depending on the parameters, there can be one additional dimension-6 operator appearing in the Lagrangian [4]: |H|6
which, taken together with the ability to change the sign of the |H|4 operator in the SM-Higgs Lagrangian and yet
maintain a stable minimum to the Higgs potential, can have interesting implications for the order of the electroweak
phase transition (see, e.g., Ref. [4]).

The fermionic Higgs portal operator H†H�̄� leads to a variety of e↵ects (see, e.g., Ref. [1] for a detailed analysis):
upon EWSB, it contributes to the mass of the � field, and allows both h�̄� and h2�̄� couplings. Note also that it is
possible for the � field play the role of the (thermal relic) dark matter and saturate the relic density. However, due
to the stringent LUX [5] direct detection bounds [1, 2], it is di�cult to achieve this with perturbative couplings. In
particular, mS/(aS) ⇠ 0.5 TeV is required along with mphysical

� & 3 TeV which, together with EFT validity, imply
that the couplings must be fairly large, aS & 2⇡.

As has recently been emphasised in Ref. [6], and investigated further in, e.g., Refs. [4, 7], new-physics models such
as this induce a modification to wave-function normalization of the Higgs (i.e., a modification of the momentum-
dependent part of the Higgs 2-point function). This manifests itself in the EFT analysis at dimension-6 via the
generation of the operator 1

2 (@µ|H|2)2. The resulting modifications of this “Higgs oblique” correction lead to cor-
rections of all Higgs couplings, and in particular to modifications of the “Higgs-strahlung” process e+e� ! Zh, as
mediated by an intermediate o↵-shell Z. As projections (see, e.g., Ref. [8] and references therein) for the CEPC
indicate that a sub-percent accuracy is achievable on the measurement of �Zh, these limits are expected to be severely
constraining. Taking the results of Ref. [7], it can be seen that for an estimate of ��Zh/�Zh ⇠ 0.5%, values of
mS/a . 2.5TeV could be ruled out at 95% confidence, with 5-� discovery reach up to mS/a ⇠ 1.6TeV; for a more
aggressive estimate of ��Zh/�Zh ⇠ 0.1%, these values increase to 5.5TeV and 3.5TeV, respectively.

The Higgs portal can also be UV-completed by augmenting the SM with the same vector-like Dirac fermion singlet
� as before, along with a vector-like Dirac fermion SU(2)-doublet F ⇠ (1,2,+1/2). These fields are coupled to the
SM via the following Lagrangian:

L = Lsm + i�̄/@��m��̄�+ iF̄ /DF �MF F̄F � F̄H�� �̄H†F. (3)

In the parameter region where MF � m�, the heavy doublet F can be integrated out, leading to the lowest-order
e↵ective operator being precisely the fermionic Higgs portal H†H�̄�. The constraints on this UV completion will be
discussed both in the regime where MF � m�, as well as in the more general mass parameter space, even though away

Tree level corrections to the Higgs couplings.
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UV completions of Higgs portal
New physics (I): a new scalar particle

Constraints from future precision measurements on UV completions of the fermionic
Higgs portal

(Dated: February 20, 2015)

The lowest dimension operators coupling new singlets to the SM are via the so-called Higgs portal, i.e., operators of
the form H†HONP where ONP is some SM-singlet set of fields. While singlet scalars have been discussed previously
in this document, here the focus is on the “CP-even fermionic Higgs portal” operator H†H�̄�, with � a SM-singlet
fermion. Studies of this operator have been carried out in recent literature (see, e.g., Refs. [1–3] and references
therein). Since the new states are weakly coupled, precision electroweak and Higgs physics will be important to
study this new physics, and test the possible UV-completions of the operator. Presented here is a summary of the
constraints which high-precision measurements of the electroweak observables S and T , and of the Higgs-strahlung
cross-section �Zh, may place on two di↵erent UV completions of this scenario.

The simplest possible UV completion of the CP-even fermionic Higgs portal is to take the Standard Model (SM)
augmented by the vector-like Dirac fermion SM-singlet �, and add to it a SM-singlet scalar S, coupling via the
following Lagrangian (see, e.g., Ref. [2])

L = Lsm + i�̄/@��m��̄�+
1

2
(@µS)

2 � V (S) + amSS|H|2 + ✏S
2
S2|H|2 � SS�̄�, (1)

where a, ✏S and S are real parameters.
This model is just the renormalisable scalar Higgs portal model (see, e.g., Ref. [4] for detailed discussion), augmented

with the singlet-� Yukawa coupling. In the limit where the S has mass mS � v, it can be integrated out at tree-level
to give rise to the following operators

LEFT � �aS

mS
H†H�̄�+

a2

m2
S

1

2
(@µ|H|2)2 + · · · . (2)

Depending on the parameters, there can be one additional dimension-6 operator appearing in the Lagrangian [4]: |H|6
which, taken together with the ability to change the sign of the |H|4 operator in the SM-Higgs Lagrangian and yet
maintain a stable minimum to the Higgs potential, can have interesting implications for the order of the electroweak
phase transition (see, e.g., Ref. [4]).

The fermionic Higgs portal operator H†H�̄� leads to a variety of e↵ects (see, e.g., Ref. [1] for a detailed analysis):
upon EWSB, it contributes to the mass of the � field, and allows both h�̄� and h2�̄� couplings. Note also that it is
possible for the � field play the role of the (thermal relic) dark matter and saturate the relic density. However, due
to the stringent LUX [5] direct detection bounds [1, 2], it is di�cult to achieve this with perturbative couplings. In
particular, mS/(aS) ⇠ 0.5 TeV is required along with mphysical

� & 3 TeV which, together with EFT validity, imply
that the couplings must be fairly large, aS & 2⇡.

As has recently been emphasised in Ref. [6], and investigated further in, e.g., Refs. [4, 7], new-physics models such
as this induce a modification to wave-function normalization of the Higgs (i.e., a modification of the momentum-
dependent part of the Higgs 2-point function). This manifests itself in the EFT analysis at dimension-6 via the
generation of the operator 1

2 (@µ|H|2)2. The resulting modifications of this “Higgs oblique” correction lead to cor-
rections of all Higgs couplings, and in particular to modifications of the “Higgs-strahlung” process e+e� ! Zh, as
mediated by an intermediate o↵-shell Z. As projections (see, e.g., Ref. [8] and references therein) for the CEPC
indicate that a sub-percent accuracy is achievable on the measurement of �Zh, these limits are expected to be severely
constraining. Taking the results of Ref. [7], it can be seen that for an estimate of ��Zh/�Zh ⇠ 0.5%, values of
mS/a . 2.5TeV could be ruled out at 95% confidence, with 5-� discovery reach up to mS/a ⇠ 1.6TeV; for a more
aggressive estimate of ��Zh/�Zh ⇠ 0.1%, these values increase to 5.5TeV and 3.5TeV, respectively.

The Higgs portal can also be UV-completed by augmenting the SM with the same vector-like Dirac fermion singlet
� as before, along with a vector-like Dirac fermion SU(2)-doublet F ⇠ (1,2,+1/2). These fields are coupled to the
SM via the following Lagrangian:

L = Lsm + i�̄/@��m��̄�+ iF̄ /DF �MF F̄F � F̄H�� �̄H†F. (3)

In the parameter region where MF � m�, the heavy doublet F can be integrated out, leading to the lowest-order
e↵ective operator being precisely the fermionic Higgs portal H†H�̄�. The constraints on this UV completion will be
discussed both in the regime where MF � m�, as well as in the more general mass parameter space, even though away

Tree level corrections to the Higgs couplings.

New physics (II): a new fermion doublet 

Constraints from future precision measurements on UV completions of the fermionic
Higgs portal

(Dated: February 20, 2015)

The lowest dimension operators coupling new singlets to the SM are via the so-called Higgs portal, i.e., operators of
the form H†HONP where ONP is some SM-singlet set of fields. While singlet scalars have been discussed previously
in this document, here the focus is on the “CP-even fermionic Higgs portal” operator H†H�̄�, with � a SM-singlet
fermion. Studies of this operator have been carried out in recent literature (see, e.g., Refs. [1–3] and references
therein). Since the new states are weakly coupled, precision electroweak and Higgs physics will be important to
study this new physics, and test the possible UV-completions of the operator. Presented here is a summary of the
constraints which high-precision measurements of the electroweak observables S and T , and of the Higgs-strahlung
cross-section �Zh, may place on two di↵erent UV completions of this scenario.

The simplest possible UV completion of the CP-even fermionic Higgs portal is to take the Standard Model (SM)
augmented by the vector-like Dirac fermion SM-singlet �, and add to it a SM-singlet scalar S, coupling via the
following Lagrangian (see, e.g., Ref. [2])

L = Lsm + i�̄/@��m��̄�+
1

2
(@µS)

2 � V (S) + amSS|H|2 + ✏S
2
S2|H|2 � SS�̄�, (1)

where a, ✏S and S are real parameters.
This model is just the renormalisable scalar Higgs portal model (see, e.g., Ref. [4] for detailed discussion), augmented

with the singlet-� Yukawa coupling. In the limit where the S has mass mS � v, it can be integrated out at tree-level
to give rise to the following operators

LEFT � �aS

mS
H†H�̄�+

a2

m2
S

1

2
(@µ|H|2)2 + · · · . (2)

Depending on the parameters, there can be one additional dimension-6 operator appearing in the Lagrangian [4]: |H|6
which, taken together with the ability to change the sign of the |H|4 operator in the SM-Higgs Lagrangian and yet
maintain a stable minimum to the Higgs potential, can have interesting implications for the order of the electroweak
phase transition (see, e.g., Ref. [4]).

The fermionic Higgs portal operator H†H�̄� leads to a variety of e↵ects (see, e.g., Ref. [1] for a detailed analysis):
upon EWSB, it contributes to the mass of the � field, and allows both h�̄� and h2�̄� couplings. Note also that it is
possible for the � field play the role of the (thermal relic) dark matter and saturate the relic density. However, due
to the stringent LUX [5] direct detection bounds [1, 2], it is di�cult to achieve this with perturbative couplings. In
particular, mS/(aS) ⇠ 0.5 TeV is required along with mphysical

� & 3 TeV which, together with EFT validity, imply
that the couplings must be fairly large, aS & 2⇡.

As has recently been emphasised in Ref. [6], and investigated further in, e.g., Refs. [4, 7], new-physics models such
as this induce a modification to wave-function normalization of the Higgs (i.e., a modification of the momentum-
dependent part of the Higgs 2-point function). This manifests itself in the EFT analysis at dimension-6 via the
generation of the operator 1

2 (@µ|H|2)2. The resulting modifications of this “Higgs oblique” correction lead to cor-
rections of all Higgs couplings, and in particular to modifications of the “Higgs-strahlung” process e+e� ! Zh, as
mediated by an intermediate o↵-shell Z. As projections (see, e.g., Ref. [8] and references therein) for the CEPC
indicate that a sub-percent accuracy is achievable on the measurement of �Zh, these limits are expected to be severely
constraining. Taking the results of Ref. [7], it can be seen that for an estimate of ��Zh/�Zh ⇠ 0.5%, values of
mS/a . 2.5TeV could be ruled out at 95% confidence, with 5-� discovery reach up to mS/a ⇠ 1.6TeV; for a more
aggressive estimate of ��Zh/�Zh ⇠ 0.1%, these values increase to 5.5TeV and 3.5TeV, respectively.

The Higgs portal can also be UV-completed by augmenting the SM with the same vector-like Dirac fermion singlet
� as before, along with a vector-like Dirac fermion SU(2)-doublet F ⇠ (1,2,+1/2). These fields are coupled to the
SM via the following Lagrangian:

L = Lsm + i�̄/@��m��̄�+ iF̄ /DF �MF F̄F � F̄H�� �̄H†F. (3)

In the parameter region where MF � m�, the heavy doublet F can be integrated out, leading to the lowest-order
e↵ective operator being precisely the fermionic Higgs portal H†H�̄�. The constraints on this UV completion will be
discussed both in the regime where MF � m�, as well as in the more general mass parameter space, even though away

Constraints from future precision measurements on UV completions of the fermionic
Higgs portal

(Dated: February 20, 2015)

The lowest dimension operators coupling new singlets to the SM are via the so-called Higgs portal, i.e., operators of
the form H†HONP where ONP is some SM-singlet set of fields. While singlet scalars have been discussed previously
in this document, here the focus is on the “CP-even fermionic Higgs portal” operator H†H�̄�, with � a SM-singlet
fermion. Studies of this operator have been carried out in recent literature (see, e.g., Refs. [1–3] and references
therein). Since the new states are weakly coupled, precision electroweak and Higgs physics will be important to
study this new physics, and test the possible UV-completions of the operator. Presented here is a summary of the
constraints which high-precision measurements of the electroweak observables S and T , and of the Higgs-strahlung
cross-section �Zh, may place on two di↵erent UV completions of this scenario.

The simplest possible UV completion of the CP-even fermionic Higgs portal is to take the Standard Model (SM)
augmented by the vector-like Dirac fermion SM-singlet �, and add to it a SM-singlet scalar S, coupling via the
following Lagrangian (see, e.g., Ref. [2])

L = Lsm + i�̄/@��m��̄�+
1

2
(@µS)

2 � V (S) + amSS|H|2 + ✏S
2
S2|H|2 � SS�̄�, (1)

where a, ✏S and S are real parameters.
This model is just the renormalisable scalar Higgs portal model (see, e.g., Ref. [4] for detailed discussion), augmented

with the singlet-� Yukawa coupling. In the limit where the S has mass mS � v, it can be integrated out at tree-level
to give rise to the following operators

LEFT � �aS

mS
H†H�̄�+

a2

m2
S

1

2
(@µ|H|2)2 + · · · . (2)

Depending on the parameters, there can be one additional dimension-6 operator appearing in the Lagrangian [4]: |H|6
which, taken together with the ability to change the sign of the |H|4 operator in the SM-Higgs Lagrangian and yet
maintain a stable minimum to the Higgs potential, can have interesting implications for the order of the electroweak
phase transition (see, e.g., Ref. [4]).

The fermionic Higgs portal operator H†H�̄� leads to a variety of e↵ects (see, e.g., Ref. [1] for a detailed analysis):
upon EWSB, it contributes to the mass of the � field, and allows both h�̄� and h2�̄� couplings. Note also that it is
possible for the � field play the role of the (thermal relic) dark matter and saturate the relic density. However, due
to the stringent LUX [5] direct detection bounds [1, 2], it is di�cult to achieve this with perturbative couplings. In
particular, mS/(aS) ⇠ 0.5 TeV is required along with mphysical

� & 3 TeV which, together with EFT validity, imply
that the couplings must be fairly large, aS & 2⇡.

As has recently been emphasised in Ref. [6], and investigated further in, e.g., Refs. [4, 7], new-physics models such
as this induce a modification to wave-function normalization of the Higgs (i.e., a modification of the momentum-
dependent part of the Higgs 2-point function). This manifests itself in the EFT analysis at dimension-6 via the
generation of the operator 1

2 (@µ|H|2)2. The resulting modifications of this “Higgs oblique” correction lead to cor-
rections of all Higgs couplings, and in particular to modifications of the “Higgs-strahlung” process e+e� ! Zh, as
mediated by an intermediate o↵-shell Z. As projections (see, e.g., Ref. [8] and references therein) for the CEPC
indicate that a sub-percent accuracy is achievable on the measurement of �Zh, these limits are expected to be severely
constraining. Taking the results of Ref. [7], it can be seen that for an estimate of ��Zh/�Zh ⇠ 0.5%, values of
mS/a . 2.5TeV could be ruled out at 95% confidence, with 5-� discovery reach up to mS/a ⇠ 1.6TeV; for a more
aggressive estimate of ��Zh/�Zh ⇠ 0.1%, these values increase to 5.5TeV and 3.5TeV, respectively.

The Higgs portal can also be UV-completed by augmenting the SM with the same vector-like Dirac fermion singlet
� as before, along with a vector-like Dirac fermion SU(2)-doublet F ⇠ (1,2,+1/2). These fields are coupled to the
SM via the following Lagrangian:

L = Lsm + i�̄/@��m��̄�+ iF̄ /DF �MF F̄F � F̄H�� �̄H†F. (3)

In the parameter region where MF � m�, the heavy doublet F can be integrated out, leading to the lowest-order
e↵ective operator being precisely the fermionic Higgs portal H†H�̄�. The constraints on this UV completion will be
discussed both in the regime where MF � m�, as well as in the more general mass parameter space, even though away

Breaks SM custodial SU(2) symmetry.

One-loop correction to both T-parameter and Higgs 
couplings.
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FIG. 1. Approximate 95% confidence exclusion regions (�2 ln[L/L0] & 5.99) from measurement of the precision electroweak
variables (S, T ). These are presented as boundaries in the allowed mass parameter space for fixed representative values of , as
annotated on each line; the unshaded region to the lower-left of these lines is excluded for the given value of . These results in
the left plot are from the EFT computation of (S, T ) and thus begin to be questionable in the light shaded region (m� & 1

4MF )
and are almost certainty either subject to large error, or are invalid, in the dark-shaded region (m� & 1

2MF ), where the results
have consequently been masked . The results in the right plot are from the full one-loop computation are hence are valid for
arbitrary masses. The various line styles correspond to current constraints and various projected constraints on (S, T ) for the
proposed CEPC collider. The underlying limits on (S, T ) are extracted from Ref. [8] (and references therein): the current limits
from Fig. 1 of that reference, and the CEPC limits from Fig. 4 of that reference.

Focussing here exclusively on the parameter space not covered by the EFT, the most obvious point is that a
significantly larger region of the m� parameter space at small MF is ruled out than vice versa. For example, the fully
improved CEPC results indicate that if MF ⇠ 100GeV, m� up to ⇠ 33TeV can be ruled out for  ⇠ 2.0, compared
to MF being ruled out up to ⇠ 7.7TeV if m� ⇠ 100GeV. This pattern is generic for all the results; it traces its origin
to the fact that in this model for m� ⌧ MF , S and T are both positive and, roughly speaking, |S| ⇠ 0.1|T | near
the exclusion limit, whereas for MF ⌧ m�, T is positive and S is negative, with |S| ⇠ |T | near the exclusion limit
(indeed, |S| > |T | is possible here) [9]. Clearly, the larger deviation from (S, T ) = (0, 0) in this region leads to the
stronger limits. There is also a stronger dependence of the boundary of the exclusion region on MF at small m� than
vice versa.

Fig. 2 shows the regions in the mass parameter space (m�, MF ) which, for the given fixed value of , would yield a
value of �Zh in conflict with the projected 95% CL limits on the latter, assuming that at the CEPC with 5/ab of data
at

p
s = 240GeV, a sensitivity of ��Zh/�Zh . 0.5% is obtained. Note that the limits on MF from �Zh measurements,

in the region where the EFT results are valid, are more sensitive to the value of m� than the electroweak precision
limits, with lower bounds on MF lying around 590GeV, 1.9TeV, 4TeV, and 7TeV, respectively for  ⇠ 1.0, 2.0 , 3.0,
and 4.0 in the limit where m� ⌧ MF . These lower limits rise to approximately 660GeV, 2.5TeV, 5.6TeV and 10TeV,
respectively, for m� ⇠ MF /4, which is the validity of the EFT begins to be questionable.

In none of these cases are the limits from the precision Higgsstrahlung measurement competitive with the electroweak
precision programs at these future colliders in imposing constraints on this specific model; nevertheless, these results
do demonstrate that the �Zh measurement would provide a strong complimentary constraint on closely allied models
where the T parameter is dialed away, as discussed above.

Although the full one-loop computation of �Zh has not been carried out in Ref. [9], the EFT results are indica-
tive of the relative strengths of the constraints from precision electroweak measurements and from Higgsstrahlng
measurements which one can expect at the CEPC.

EW precision Higgs coupling

Z-pole has better sensitivity.

Higgs coupling complementary. Will be the leading channel if 
UV completion preserves custodial SU(2).
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FIG. 2. Approximate 95% confidence exclusion regions (�2 ln[L/L0] & 3.84) from precision measurements of �Zh. These
are presented as boundaries in the allowed mass parameter space for fixed representative values of , as annotated on each
colored line; the unshaded region to the lower-left of these lines is excluded for the given value of . These results are from the
EFT computation of �Zh. Absent the full loop computation, it is not possible to quote an error in the EFT-based result, but
based on the comparison of the EFT-based and full computations for the EWPO results, it is probable that the EFT results
here are questionable in the light shaded region, MF /4 . m� . MF /2, and are almost certainty invalid in the dark-shaded
region, m� & MF /2, where the results have consequently been masked. The precision assumed for the CEPC constraints is
��Zh/�Zh = 0.5%, the predicted sensitivity with 5/ab of data at

p
s = 240GeV.

An heuristic2 understanding of the di↵erences in the strength of the EWPO and �Zh limits can be obtained by
examining a subset of the operators relevant for the generation of T and ��Zh: suppose L = Lsm + a

2⇤2 (H†DµH �
h.c.)2 + b

2⇤2 (@µ|H|2)2. It can then be easily shown that T = (av2)/(↵e⇤2), and a little more work shows that
��Zh/�Zh ⇡ �(v2/⇤2)(b+ a · f(g, g0)), where the f(g, g0) is a complicated function of the gauge couplings which eval-
uates to approximately 0.83, taking the approximate Z-pole values of the running gauge couplings (g = 0.648, g0 =
0.358). The anticipated one-parameter 95% confidence measurement uncertainties on T (restricted to S = U = 0) as
adapted from Ref. [8] are 2.0 ⇥ 10�2, 1.5 ⇥ 10�2, and 8.9 ⇥ 10�3 for the CEPC baseline,“Improved �Z , sin

2 ✓”, and
“Improved �Z , sin

2 ✓,mt” scenarios, respectively. The resulting 95% confidence lower bounds on ⇤/
p|a| are approx-

imately 20TeV, 23TeV and 29TeV, respectively. On the other hand the 95% confidence measurement uncertainty on
the Higgs-strahlung cross-section at CEPC is projected to be ⇠ 1% (corresponding to the 68% confidence projection
��Zh/�Zh = 0.5% used above), which yields the limit ⇤/

p|b+ 0.83a| & 2.5TeV. It is clear that the latter bounds are
significantly weaker than the EWPO constraints for roughly equally-sized Wilson coe�cients, which is a scenario one
might expect when these operators are generated at the same loop order (provided of course that custodial symmetry
is broken). Parametrically, the relative strength of the limits can be traced to the enhancement of T by a factor of
1/↵e. The conclusion that, absent custodial symmetry protection, the EWPO limits are stronger than the Higgs-
strahlung cross-section limits is quantitatively weakened, but not qualitatively changed if the full set of operators [7]
contributing to �Zh are considered.

[1] M. A. Fedderke, J.-Y. Chen, E. W. Kolb, and L.-T. Wang, JHEP 1408, 122 (2014), arXiv:1404.2283 [hep-ph].

2
The full set of operators contributing to ��Zh contains more operators than considered here, and these other operators are generated

in this model [9]. See, e.g., Ref. [7] for a more complete discussion.
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A much better microscope

New physics? 
We will find out.

Current accuracy

CEPC: baseline and improvements
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Conclusions.

- CEPC is a big step forward in terms of precision 
measurements: both Higgs and electroweak 

- Great potential in probing a wide range of 
important new physics. 

- Complementary to direct searches at colliders.

- We have just started to explore the potential of 
the EW program. Much more to be done. 
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Z-pole program of CEPC

Contribution to CEPC White Paper

February 13, 2015

1 W,Z measurements at the CEPC

With high production cross sections and large integrated luminosity, the CEPC will reach a new
level of precision for measurements of the properties of the W and Z bosons. Precise measurements
of the W and Z boson masses, widths, and couplings are critical to test the consistency of the SM.
In addition, many BSM models predict new couplings of the W and Z bosons to other elementary
particles. Precise electroweak measurements performed at the CEPC could discover deviations
from the SM predictions and reveal the existence of new particles that are beyond the reach of
current experiments.

Significant improvements are expected from the CEPC measurements for some of these vari-
ables. Table 1 lists the expected precision from CEPC compared to achieved precisions from the
LEP experiments for various measurements. Details about the estimation of these uncertainties
are described in this section.

Table 1: The expected precision in a selected set of EW precision measurements and the comparison with
the precision from LEP experiments.

Observable LEP precision CEPC precision CEPC runs
R
L needed in CEPC

mZ 2 MeV 0.5 MeV Z threshold scan runs > 150fb�1

mW 33 MeV 3 MeV ZH runs > 100fb�1

Ab
FB 1.7% 0.15% Z threshold scan runs > 150fb�1

sin2 ✓e↵W 0.07% 0.02% Z threshold scan runs > 150fb�1

Rb 0.3% 0.08% Z pole > 100fb�1

N⌫ (direct measurement) 1.7% 0.2% ZH runs > 100fb�1

N⌫ (indirect measurement) 0.27% 0.1% Z threshold scan runs > 150fb�1

Rµ 0.2% 0.05% Z pole > 100fb�1

R⌧ 0.2% 0.05% Z pole > 100fb�1

1.1 Z pole measurements

The CEPC o↵ers the possibility of dedicated low-energy runs at the Z pole with a large integrated
luminosity (> 100 fb�1) and threshold scan runs around the Z pole (from 88 GeV to 94 GeV).

1

102 (s) fb-1  planned, > 103 times more Zs than LEP

Baseline option
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